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Grateful to be invited to work  with the
Royal Family of the United Arab Emirates



Working in Abu Dhabi and Dubai
Porcelain veneers from Beverly Hills!

























Top : 4 veneers only, blend in with the rest
          of her natural teeth.



Right : After smile, 8 veneers
             Shade medium white 1M1
             Softened Style





Before : Gaps, small teeth, short teeth, uneven teeth, crowded teeth...



...can all be fixed with 10 upper porcelain veneers. Shade 1M1











Above     : Before smile with lab notes. Patient wanted smaller teeth.
Right      : Final result with heavy texture and natural incisal lines.





Before : Dull looking surfaces After :  Right photo
             10 upper veneers





Left :
Narrow smile
dark spaces between teeth and
cheek
V shape arch

After :

U Shape arch
Wider and fuller smile
LESS wrinkles and less folds











Our patient Kelly Johnson,
 Miss California 2018

Every smile is different

We don't use the same smile design for
every patient

Individual smile design according to
face, lips, cheeks, skin tone, and eyes.

Long lasting esthetic results that are
meant to last.

Translucency not opacity



Before : slanted and unvenen smile.

    "I want to become a beauty Queen" After: The canine was not touched



The Making Of a Beauty Queen

This veneer case:

4 front veneers
4 back veneers (premolars)

Her canines were not touched
and not veneered.

Once she had her veneers done,
she smiled more and radiated
more confidence.
She became Miss Culver City in
2016









Rejuvenated Smile
10 upper porcelain veneers



Before : BAD veneer case done somewhere else.



                                                                   Natural Style

Left : Bad veneer case
1. too sqaure
2. too flat
3. too monchromatic
4. too masculine
5. too thick and
6. TOO OPAQUE

Top :
1. more rounded
2. more texture
3. polychromatic
4. more feminine
5. thin and
6. TRANSLUCENT



Note: Canines have preexisting white lines and stripes.



Natural imperfections and white spots are intentional, matching the adjacent
natural teeth.













These veneers are made from a special porcelain for HEAVY grinders.



Smile makeover from 2009. Still looking good after all these years.



Shade B1, natural style



Full mouth case :  Imperfections, white
spots, asymmetries are intentional.





Cosmetic Bonding

BEFORE WITH A GAP



Diasthema or gap

Closed with
Bondings

1. No drilling
2. No injection
3. No pain
4. Lasts 20 years
5.BPA free only at
   Dr. Goodman's
    office



















Loss of vertical height : Severe Overbite  This patient must increase
the bite by changing all 28 teeth at the same time



Overbite or deep bite correction.
1) Braces  OR
2) Full mouth
    rehabilitaion case



Which one is a single veneer, can you guess?









Before

Sample of a
Hollywood
smile
makeover

After
"Hollywood Style"

This style is
characterised by

1. perfect straight
teeth
2. even incisal line
3.flat canines
4. square shape





Before



After: Shade Om1
           8 upper veneers



Narrow and uneven canted smile









Before



These are temporaries only
            Done the same day.





<----- Broken tooth

  
   
 < ----- Standard post

 <--------Customized,
                cast post



Uneven gum and noticable
gum recession areas



A prodecure called surgical crown 
lenghtening was performed to
even the gumline.
As a result, the gum is straighter.



Natural style: straight incisal edge

Texture, Translucency, and Thin Natural style: unvenen incisal edge



Sample of natural style veneers:
1. Front incsisors are longer
2. Laterals more rounded and shorter
3. Smile is not 100% symmetric

4.  Rounded canines
5. Golden proportion: longer teeth are
wider. Shorter teeth are more narrow.



This smile was done in 2008. Still looks
great. Patient wanted instant orthodontics...



Instant Ortho means no braces and use of

veneers to STRAIGHTEN teeth in 1 week





Notice the even size
and shape of the teeth.

One implant and
seven veneers to make
this smile makeover
happen.





Shade 1m1, emax veneers











Before: Implant supported denture



After: Even at 75 years old, biting, chewing and smiling are well deserved.





 <-----Top left: Before smile

<-----Bottom Left
These are temporaries only!

                         Right----->

After smile with 10 veneers
Note:      better proportions
                less skinny
                fuller  smile





<------SOFTENED STYLE
1.  even incisal length
2.  rounded edges
3.  round canines

<---HOLLYWOOD STYLE

1. even incisal length
2. sqaure/rounded edges
3. flat canines

<---OVAL STYLE
1. only for teenager look
2. rounded edges
3. round canine



NO PREP VENEERS ARE NOT SUITED FOR EVERYONE



PLEASE ASK US IF YOU ARE A GOOD CANDIDATE



NO PREP VENEERS. NO DRILLING. NO SHAVING. NO INJECTION










